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A Bad Case of Tax Delinquency
Between the year 1946 and the year 1955, I did not
file any income tax returns. Up to the end of 1943, I
had been living for years on a shoestring. In 1941, I
had bought an old house in Wellfleet, Cape Cod,
Massachusetts, for the now incredible price of
S4,ooo by borrowing $1,500 and taking out a mortgage for the rest. The house was at this time uninhabitable, and I had to spend at least $1,000 for improvements. I lived in this house with my family all
the year around. I was then engaged in writing a
book which occupied me for about six years, and I
met the bare expenses of living by writing also occasional articles and by compiling a kind of anthology
on the history of American literature. At the end of
1943, I was offered a regular job on the New Yorker
magazine doing weekly literary articles, and in order
to meet certain debts which I had contracted while
writing my book, I accepted it and moved to New
York, where I remained for several years. I was then
on a regular salary, and from this, of course, my tax
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was withheld. My wife and I filed returns at this
time.
But by the beginning of 1945, my wife and I had
separated. I had gone on a lighter schedule in contributing to the literary department of the New
Yorker, and I went to Europe as a foreign correspondent for it, from April to September of that
year. From this time I ceased to file. Income tax was
still being withheld from the salary I was paid by the
magazine, and I had very little other income. The
book on which I had been working, Memoirs of
Hecate County, was published in 1946, and I found
then, for the first time in my life, that from this
book and from my current journalism, I was making
what was for me a considerable amount of money.
(My top earnings up to then had been the salary of
$7 ,soo that I had had for a few years as an associate
editor of the New Republic). When I wanted to get
married again and had to pay for two divorces, I
did not hesitate to use for this purpose the money
from the sale of my book. I knew that the profits
from the book were to some extent subject to the
income tax, but I thought that this obligation could
always be attended to later. I had no idea at that time
of how heavy our taxation had become or of the severity of the penalties exacted for not filing tax returns. I knew that misrepresentation in one's income
tax returns could be used to send to prison a gangster
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like AI Capone or to prosecute a Charles E. Mitchell
of the National City Bank, when they were suspected of more serious crimes. But I did not know
that failure to file also constitutell legal "fraud"
(both "wilful" failure to file and reporting income
falsely are "frauds," but though the latter constitutes
a "felony," the former is a "misdemeanor"). From
my book that was then selling well I expected a further income, and I should soon, I thought, be able to
catch up on what I owed to the government. I did
not expect-what soon occurred-that my novel
would be suppressed, and my income from it
abruptly cut off.
It may seem naive, and even stupid, on the part of
one who had worked for years on a journal which
specialized in public affairs, that he should have paid
so little attention to recent changes in the income tax
laws; but after the death of my second wife, I had
resigned from the New Republic and reverted to my
usual practice, when I did not have to support a family, of devoting myself mainly to my books and getting along more or less from hand to mouth. I had
lived from 1932 to 1935 in a little old shabby framehouse at 314 East Fifty-Third Street, which was supposed to be soon torn down and which I rented for
Sso a month. It actually cost me less because I could
always sublet parts of it to friends. I was working at
that time on my "study in the writing and acting of
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history" called To The Finland Station, which dealt
with the development of Marxism and the Russian
Revolution, and I obtained a Guggenheim Fellowship
in the spring of 1935 for the purpose of exploring the
subject in the Marx-Engels Institute in Moscow. I
was politically suspect in the Soviet Union and was
never during my three months in Moscow allowed
access to the Marx-Engels Institute; but my visit
was invaluable to me in affording me firsthand knowledge of Russia, which I should not otherwise have
been able to acquire. My resources at this time consisted of the tax-free $z,ooo which I had from the
Guggenheim Foundation-which the Foundation
generously supplemented when, just as I was leaving Russia, I came down with scarlatina and had to
be quarantined.
This, however, belongs to a period antecedent to
that of the tax delinquency for which I was later to
be prosecuted. But by the time I was married again
in 1946, my financial situation was no better than
it had been in 1936. The earnings from Hecate
County had been cut off by the book's suppression.
I was now working on something new, my play
The Little Blue Light. My income for the years 19471951 averaged $z,ooo a year. For the years '48 and
'49 I was liable for no tax at all, and I thought that
before filing for the years since 1945, it would be
better to wait until I was making more money. (I
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still was unaware that failure to file had been made
a serious offense.) This happened in 1955, when a
long article of mine on the Dead Sea scrolls was
published first in the New Y orl?er and afterwards
as a book, and both of these had a certain success. I then went to an old friend of mine, an extremely able lawyer in New York, and explained to
him my situation. I found that he was astonished and
appalled, and I learned to my own astonishment that
I could be heavily fined and sent to jail. This seemed
to me outrageous in the United States, where imprisonment for debt was supposed to have been
abolished at the time of the Revolution. I learned
also for the first time then about the quarterly estimates of future income, the Ruml plan of 1943, with
its cheerful slogan "pay as you go"-the tax law according to which you are obliged to pay every
quarter an estimated tax in advance on money which
you have not yet earned or received. It is of course as
a rule impossible for a writer of serious books to have
any idea what he is going to make; but if one's estimate beyond a certain point falls short of what one
turns out to make, one is penalized for having
guessed wrong. My lawyer friend told me at once
that I was evidently in such a mess that lte thought
the best thing I could do was to become a citizen of
some other country. This seemed to me at the time
fantastic. I had no wish to live abroad; I was more in-
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terested in and involved with the United States than I
could imagine being with any other country. I told
my friend to risk it and go ahead, to prepare and file
the returns for the years when I had been "delinquent"; that I was ready to take the consequences.
But he thought I should ruin myself-as turned out
to be more or less correct-and he worried about me
so much, as only an old friend would have done, that
he told me that my predicament was giving him more
trouble than all the rest of his practice put together.
His office made out the returns, and my wife and I
signed them and directed him to file them just before
going away to Europe. He said as I did so, "You're a
brave man!" I had given him a check for $9,000,
from the royalties from my book on the Dead Sea
scrolls, to offer as a payment on account for my debt.
(I had only learned a little while before that one did
not have necessarily to pay the whole amount on filing. If I had known that I could file without paying
the whole, and that I was incurring heavy penalties
by failing to file, I should certainly have filed long
before.) But when we came back from Europe a
couple of months later, we discovered that nothing
had been done, and I was told that the sum I had left
was too little to count for anything in averting my
annihilation. My friend had been racking his brains
for some means of settling the matter in a more
satisfactory way, and he suggested various expedients,
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none of which recommended itself to me. He had
at this time had the first of a series of strokes,
from which he not long afterwards died, :~nd I was
coming to realize that he would never be able to
handle the case in court, that he really, in fact, could
not get to the point of doing anything about it at all;
so I eventually took it out of his hands.
But I did not now know what to do. I had been
drawing on the S9,ooo for current living expenses,
and part of the rest of it went for a fee. The lawyers
in New York seemed terrified of the Internal Revenue Service. One of the men in my friend's office had
been greeted by uplifted hands and cries of "No
deal! No deal!" when he had visited the Manhattan
headquarters, and I was told that my case was so bad
that no lawyer in Manhattan would touch it without
an enormous retainer. I did nothing and went up for
the summer to northern upstate New York. One day,
coming back from a journey-in june, 1958-I
found a notice from the Internal Revenue office in
Utica, ordering me to let them know when and
where I had last filed an income tax return. I went
to a Utica lawyer recommended by a local friend,
who generously took my case though I had not a
penny then to offer him.
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The Delinquent in the Hands of the IRS

It eventually took two lawyers negotiating with
the tax authorities five years to get my affairs settled
-though one would think that once my indebtedness had been assessed and the degree of my criminal
transgression determined, some agreement could
have been sooner arrived at. But demands for impossible sums were insisted upon for years, and then
-contrary to the protestations of the men in the
Manhattan office-the whole thing was closed by a
deal.
First of all, I was liable to prosecution for the
years 1953-1957· There is a statute of limitations on
liability to indictment for past delinquency but, in
the course of tightening up the tax policy, this immunity had been curtailed and now did not extend
further than to six years back. If it had been assumed
that my failure to file had been wilful throughout
my delinquent period, I could legally have been indicted for each one of these six years, and I could
have been fined S w,ooo for each of them and for
each of them sent to jail for a year. In view, however, of the fact that my signed returns could be
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shown in evidence of an intention to file for all except the last of these years (when I had taken the
affair out of the hands of my friend), the authorities
were prevailed upon merely to bring "an information" against me for wilful failure to file in 1957· I
was technically put under arrest, but my lawyer had
engaged to produce me, so the sheriff did not lead me
into court; but I had already been fingerprinted and
catechized by a parole officer, and had had to produce my honorable discharges from the army. I
should perhaps have been grateful to the court that
it accepted my no doubt rather unlikely sounding
story and fined me only $7,500. I had, however, it
might be noted, paid already nine months before
my taxes for 1956 and 1957, which amounted to
something over S16,000.
But now my indebtedness for the previous ten
years had to be taken care of, and it had been calculated that I still owed the government between $68
and $69,ooo, a sum which had been arrived at by
the slapping on of 6% for interest and 90% for penalties: that is so% for fraud, zs% for delinquency,
5% for failure to file and 10% for allegedly underestimating my income. Having already had to borrow in order to pay the fine, I declared to the officials
in Utica that it was impossible for me to provide
this sum and that unless I should make suddenly a
good deal more money than I had ever done before
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in my life, I had no prospect of ever being able to
do so. It was not explained to me at the time, as it
should have been, that what is called an "offer in
compromise" was possible-that is, that I might settle for less. If this had been made clear at this interview, a settlement might have been arrived at much
earlier. This failure on the part of the authorities to
explain to the delinquent citizen what his rights are
in such situations or what measures of reprisal are
being taken against him is one of the intolerable
features of the despotic IRS system. I was informed
for the first time at this interview that the quarterly
income from a family trust fund had already been
seized by the government. When I complained that
I had not been notified of this, I was told that I had
been warned, on a printed slip which was sent me
in demand of the sum assessed that if I did not produce this assessed amount, I was liable to liens on
my property. I was, in any case, now ordered to
present to this bureau an itemized monthly accounting of every cent of income I received and
every cent I spent for living expenses. When I came
for a second interview, after two months of such
accounting, I was reprimanded for spending too
much money on liquor, for taking my Italian
translator to the theater, and for having bought
a $6 mat for my dog. I was told that since I myself
"had no place to lay my head," I had no business to
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buy my dog a cushion, the implication being that I
myself was allowed a bed only by the grudging leniency of the Internal Revenue Service. In the meantime, without any notification, all my remaining
sources of income were shut off by either levy or
lien. The IRS agents had looked up all the publishers
and editors that I had listed in my tax returns, including several from whom I had received only
trifling amounts and those several years ago. In the
case of the levy, a tax agent would go into the editor's or publisher's office and demand to receive on
the spot any money that might be due me; in the
case of the lien, the agent would tell the publisher
that he could not pay me anything but must hold
any money due me until the lien was lifted. This
kept me strapped for nearly a year. I own at the
present time, two houses, one the house on Cape
Cod that I have mentioned above and the other a
family house in New York State, over a century and
a half old, which, since buying the Cape Cod house,
I have inherited from my mother. There were liens
now on both of these, and I was told at one of these
interviews that I did not need the family house,
since I did not inhabit it regularly-a suggestion
that if I did not sell it, the government might well
take it away. To add to my offense in the eyes of
the government, I had been renting for $zoo a month
a small house in Cambridge, Massachusetts, where
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I had had for a year a job lecturing at Harvard,
where I still needed the Harvard Library for a book
I was then writing and where my daughter was
going to a private school. The tax officials thought
this was indefensible, and one of them told my
lawyer that he himself made S7,500 a year and got
along with only one house and that he didn't see
why I, a tax offender, should have the effrontery to
think I could live in three. And of course a private
school for my daughter was completely inadmissible.
But I had learned with surprise at this interview that
an "offer in compromise" was possible, and the official who presided-though undoubtedly picking a
figure out of the air-mentioned "say, S3o,ooo." I
accordingly made out a form offering $zo,ooo, which
was almost what I owed for back taxes exclusive
of interest and penalties, and at the end of four
months, I was informed that this offer was rejected.
They would tell you, it appeared, what they would
not accept, but at this time it was absolutely impossible to get them to tell you what they would accept. In an endeavor to find this out, I went to Syracuse with my lawyer and called at the office of the
District Director. We were received by the Assistant
Director, a courteous and reasonable young man,
who called in people from various departments to
inform him about the case. One thing had now become clear, though it had appeared rather late in
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the proceedings: that they wanted to have my offer
accompanied by what they called "a collateral agreement." This meant that though an offer might be accepted for a definite sum paid down, one would have
to assign to the government over a limited tenn of
years all one earned or received in income above a
certain amount. I refused at the time to do this and
tried them with another offer-the full amount of
the taxes-which in due course was rejected, too.
(I had set aside a certain sum in order to be able to
make good my offer, and I knew that if I needed
more money, I could borrow it from various sources.)
I again went to Syracuse and for the first time
complained and protested. I reminded them that my
case had been left in the air for years, while more
interest and penalties were rolling up, and that by
cutting off my sources of income, they were making
it more and more impossible for me even to support
my family except by finding some new publisher or
editor-which I had made no attempt to do-who,
as soon as they found out about him, would also be
forbidden to give me money. The Assistant Director,
at this second interview, had called in three of his
associates: the man who was responsible for the
auditing (a different person from the one who had
been present at the previous interview, and who had
therefore to get the case up again); the man who was
responsible for the liens; and the man-he had not
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been present at the earlier interview-who was supposed to know the facts on my criminal record. I
had been struck in the Soviet Union by the incompetence of the Communist bureaucracy and had
contrasted it with what I took to be our superior
efficiency in performing routine tasks in the
United States. In Russia, the bank clerk who cashed
your check or the railroad clerk who sold you a
ticket was afraid to do even this without consultring someone higher up, and if it was possible, the
lesser officials preferred to keep on passing the buck
till the applicant gave up hope and no decision
had to be made. This was not the case, I thought
then, with us. There was a real cooperation here, a
real distribution of responsibility. But the clerks behind Soviet wickets were of course employees of the
government, and I had never then had very much
experience of our own government employees. In
the case of these American officials with whom I
was now dealing, the trouble was not so much that
they did not in their own departments have authority
to make decisions but that the work of such an
organization as the Internal Revenue Service had
been more and more split up and specialized till no
one person had any real grasp of all the aspects of
any given case. I found that the lien and levy man
did not really seem to be informed as to what methods
had been applied to the sources of my income, since
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these were all in New York City or New Jersey and
were controlled by other agents in the offices there.
Nor, of course, was the problem of how I was to
live any part of his official business. (When my Iawver had brought this up in Utica, he was told,
"\Ve're not concerned with hardship.") For the
criminal record man, it was necessary to tell all
over again the story of the unfiled returns, which had
already been accepted by the court and on which
he did not seem well-posted, since he disregarded
the evidence that the unfiled returns had been made
out in good faith and signed. My impression has
been confirmed by the accounts of other people who
have had similar experiences that when one of these
cases is shifted from one IRS office to another-and
they are constantly being shifted-it loses all its
previous history: nobody knows anything about it;
you rarely see the same person twice. I had been
getting to have the impression that my case could
never be settled because no one who dealt with it in
the course of routine was in a position to sum it
up and settle it. But my appeal that day made
some impression. I felt that for the very first time,
by getting together in one office four men who had
undoubtedly, I thought, never conferred about the
matter before, we had obtained a point of concentration, had struck off perhaps a spark of activity.
The Assistant District Director promised us defi-

